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Chemistry Diagnostics 
 
Release version: amwg_diag_20140207  
Add chemistry diagnostics and capability to read timeseries files  
• Chemistry and aerosol budgets 
• Zonal average comparison of different chemicals between two models 
• Comparison to ozonesonde present day climatology (Tilmes et al., 2012) 
• Comparison of column ozone to OMI present day climatology, October 2004-Dec 

2010, zonal and monthly averages (Ziemke et al., 2011) 
• Comparison of column CO with MOPITT Version 6 multispectral 'V6J' Level 3 

product present day climatology (Deeter et al., in preparation) 
• Comparison to aircraft observations of various chemical species, (updated 

climatology from Emmons et al. 2000, Tilmes et al., in preparation) 
• IMPROVE surface aerosol observations 

NB: At this stage, the chemistry diagnostics don't work in swift mode. This will be 
implemented in the next release.  

 
This is the link to news of the AMWG website: 
http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/amp/amwg/diagnostics/news.html 
 
Preliminary Version! Please send input to tilmes@ucar.edu 
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Ozonesonde Climatology 1995-2011 

Tilmes et al. 2012, Atmos. Chem. Phys. 



Aircraft Climatology 



Chemistry Diagnostics 
Instructions for running with Chemistry: 
Follow Script instruction to define control and test run 
setenv DIAG_HOME /glade/p/cesm/amwg/amwg_diagnostics_dev 
  
Chemistry Specific: 

set strip_off_vars = 1     # (0=ON,1=OFF)         #set to OFF for running with 
Chemistry  or not all chemistry variables will be used 

Select Chemistry Set: 
set wset_1 = 0         # (0=ON,1=OFF)  vertical zonal mean contour plots (log scale) 
set cset_1 = 0         # (0=ON,1=OFF)  tables of global budgets  
set cset_2 = 0         # (0=ON,1=OFF)  vertical zonal mean contour plots (log scale) 
set cset_3 = 0         # (0=ON,1=OFF)  Ozonesonde comparisions  
set cset_4 = 0         # (0=ON,1=OFF)  Column Ozone/CO Comparisons 
set cset_5 = 0         # (0=ON,1=OFF)  NOAA Aircraft comparisons 
set cset_6 = 0         # (0=ON,1=OFF)  Emmons Aircraft climatology  
set cset_7 = 0         # (0=ON,1=OFF)  surface comparisons (ozone, co, improve) 

Best tested for comparison of two models and observations! 
Problems: 

some sets do have problems if Ozone and Z3 is not included in the output 
set sig_lvl = 0.05      #does not work for chemistry comparisons currently 
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